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Bitte entfernt mich endlich aus diesem Verteiler. Es ist das letzte Mal, dass ich darum bitte. Es ist
mittlerweile grober Spam.
Danke.
Katherine
On Sun, 25 Nov 2018 at 20:11, Betroffenengruppe für TIs in Deutschland <opfergruppe@mindcontrol-news.de> wrote:
Weitergeleitet an alle:
Kommentar Moderator:
hier eine Geschichte und verlinkte Videos einer Inderin welche in der USA lebt oder gelebt hat.
Wichtig hier sind ihre verlinkte Videos aus ihrem youtube kanal, wo sie ihre Schnittwunden auf der
Haut zeigt, welche ihr die Täter auf Distanz machen. Die Videos sollte man sich ansehen, am
besten der Reihe nach oben beginnend.
---------- Original Nachricht ---------Betreff: HORRENDOUS TORTURE ON TARGETED INDIVIDUAL- INHUMANE TORTURE
Datum: Thu, 22 Nov 2018 16:36:18 -0500
Von: Manu Patel <attainmoksha@yandex.com>
An:
I have been a TI since 2001 I believe ever since my Ex Mrugesh Patel Forcefully
came into my life playing a Street Theater/ Gangstalking on me.
That was the start of Gangstalking, Alienation, Street Theater for Dictation,
Domination and Control and Humiliation for every minute things in my life
what to wear what not to wear, whom to talk, what to watch, friends taken away
and many other bizarre things that he did in 2001 in small town of India
instead of me being loyal to him, he continued his torture against me to the
point of burning me alive over a matter of 25 Rs and threatening me to make
my life a living hell or just kill me if I left him and also series of boys he
kept sending to FAKELY propose me just to test me continuously and subtly
saying
I am a
sexual predator. My story with that man is attached as my "Curse Life". Even
after coming to USA, I noticed same pattern going on here, he sending boys to
propose me and me denying all of them,
once he crossed limit by sending someone to RAPE me and again I shew that man
away, then he continued sending threats to kill me if I didn't go back to him.
Then came full on Witchcraft attack where my behavior changed and my body was
possessed literally and I had all Black Magic Symptoms.
Although, When I discuss my BM symptoms with others, they say it is 100%
Electronic Harassment. I don't understand the constant legs trembling at night,
eyes looking as if they were not mine,
my face was turning different, snoring and grinding teeth, extreme pushing of
my
eyes from behind the eyeballs, tightening of my chest area and stomach bloating
up as if I was pregnant and I
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was unmarried at that time in 2010 and had just graduated and doing a job. I
had
trouble breathing too. 1 day I heard clearly "Kill Me, Kill Me" Whisper only in
my 1 Right Ear.
I had become too vulnerable and even could not take shower by myself. Extreme
Fear and trembling and shaking. It was like it wasn;t me. All this lasted for
about 5 months and suddenly stopped...!!!!
I knew it was an attempt to kill me. I came to know that later in 2015 when I
was
studying Vedic astrology. but my Gangstalking continued.
I got married in 2011 and again noticed my skin turning way too dark and me
turning skinny and eyes again looking weird. Later in 2015, I came to know what
Black Magic was. I know most TIs might not
believe but I have noticed inexplicable things that I have proof and I know
even
the Project Monarch of CIA mentioned about use of Witchcraft.
Now since I went to complain about my ex Mrugesh Patel in 2015, there came full
blown open targeting and extreme harassment from all businesses, community,
neighborhood, friends and family, relatives,
Banks, TSA, Airlines, and all different countries that I travelled. While
Gangstalking was going on I started noticing symptoms like
Razor Sharp Cuts on Fingers and Face, weird cut like deep cut and superficial
that epidermis just lift up and yet a "inverted L" shape cut on forehead given.
Then started series of bizarre Insect activities where they were placed right
on
my bedside, above my sink only, in my path be it kitchen, hallway, bathroom or
bedroom or any other room. That too
not randomly just to dictate every single thing in my life. They started
bombarding me with DEWs where I would feel Planet Jupiter is sitting on my head
that much heaviness and my eyes would pain too
which would result in lack of concentration and sleepiness most of the time. I
was seated on the sofa watching X-Files and all windows and doors were closed,
Fans Off. at the moment even air vents were off when
my open hair blew lightly on left side of my ear and a wind gust kinda thing
literally entered my ear in 2015. Then started a flapping moth sound in my ear
4-5 times and then stopped.
then after few days noticed heavy headedness, eye pain, pulling of inside the
ears, 1 ear muting that would last for 3-5 seconds, some weird tone in my ears.
I
have experienced Vertigo,
Sleep Paralysis twice, locked neck which is so painful that I couldn't move it
for 20-30 minutes, double vision and blurr vision occasionally (4-5 times) and
bulging out of eyeballs. Also, I have experience
when I blink my eyes I saw straight vertical lines altering (Broad Black +
Thin/narrow yellowish orange) light that would last fraction of a second. I
have
experienced my eyes would rotate (not literally) but this one is hard to
explain
as if someone is
controlling my eyes. I had started to see floaters alot at one point. They have
removed 10000s of Eyelashes and Eyebrows all in the form of dictation not
random.
Also, they place eyelashes on Dining Table
or in a plate when they do not want me to serve a particular item....! How can
eyelashes end up behind my ears or in a plate or even on a mat?? and in 1000s.
when I went to doctor he said my eyes are healthy.
The eyelash line seems full....! This is yet again proof of their use of
witchcraft. however the cuts on body AND objects that I have seen maybe from
DEWs.
Then started series of SPAM/SPOOF calls at a particular time to dictate maybe
to
et up or cook this or leave the home now or just to simply synchronize what I
was
doing privately in my home.
They have invaded my home and sprayed inside of my oven with oven cleaner to
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dictate go clean the oven now. Placed wooden hanger on my hubby's side of
clothes
where I had plastic hanger to dictate
use Wooden Hangers...! Very minute things they dictate non -stop via home
invasion, gangstalking, noise harassment campaign, cuts, eyelash removal and
list
goes on. They have stolen my hubby's suit too..!
Damaged my flash drive by putting in washer's fliter to see if I check filter
and
clean it or not...! Yes non stop dictation to serve him serve her, and I am
nothing kinda dictation they give me.
also had started to see 11:11, 2:22, 3:33, 4:44, 5:55, 6:60 or 777, 888, 999
kinda numbers extensively as if they had programmed my brain to look at the
clock
or license plates at that time.
then started series of synchronizations all in the form of dictation, mental
torture, harassment and behavior modification. They non stop are after my
behavior control and modification when I do not see
any weird behavior when I know all others have done the same action and even
worse than mine...! But they pick every single thing in my life to pin point my
weird behavior.
They started using License plates and car stickers to display either my
goodness
or my Evil ness....! They have given me Dream manipulation of Ghost, UFO,
Apocalyptic Dreams, Sexual Dreams with
Real Orgasm, and that too Sexual Dreams involving my own Family which is
Absolutely Disgusting...! All what for?? For having my loyalty towards my Ex
and
then when I took a decision to
get out of his mental torture and death threats then whole world came pounding
on
me How Dare I???I suddenly became a sexual Predator and a Pedophile where
people
would now openly comment on my private Sex life,
by having Costco employees say "You are a devil, you are a Devil, that wasn't a
hardcore...!" but not directly to me they pretend they talk with each other on
different topic, then a walmart employee black male pointing
"X" written on my jacket which I had never even noticed until he showed it to
me
and my NEighbour Nikki suddenly after not talking with us shows up where my
hubby
works and that was the time when I had my
niece and nephew (7-10 yrs old) visit my house alongwith my parents from
CAnada,
she asks my hubby I have noticed kids in your house. Let me know if something
happens....!!! Let me know if you need my help with anything...!
very subtle messages of me being a Pedophile was there. They have tried sending
a
boy weirdly in 2013 or 14 I believe when I had no clue what Gangstalking was or
TI was. I knew something was fishy about that boy and I was alone in the
house
washing bathroom. I just had him call his mother and his mother asked him to
come
home. It was weird a mother couldn't even care to ask whose phone number is
this?
Where are you calling from? nothing...
Yes the way Mrugesh Patel had been sending boys to fakely propose me in India
and
in USA since 2001 and I denied each one of them, now they went step further to
quote me a Pedophile...! While I found about TI and Gangstalking a woman
with Fake profile Pic texted me on Facebook Messenger about her electronic
harassment but she spoke about her vagina getting zapped. At that time I had no
clue what that wa. Only 2 days after when I was driving and coming back from
Costco and going back home, I felt my Vagina got Zapped and it wsa paining.
Since
then they have been Zapping my Genitals. Sometimes they do non stop straight
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for
1-3 days...! For this I don't know why. But seems to be a random act.
When did Nikki Garry or any of my neighbor or friends saw man coming over to my
house?? except for technicians and that too they come do their job and
leave...!
I can't believe how these people even have cops car and helicopters
show up every time either my Father-in-Law is with us or even my Father is with
me...! these allegations didn't start over night. It was very well
orchestrated
by MRUGESH PATEL. even being a 1st year student, people used to salute him
and even staff members and other students would as if obey his orders....! Now
he
could be a Pure Handler of USA Government or he is part of some Gang and that
is
why he was able to perform street theaters, order people what to do what not to
do and of course dictate me too. He wanted total control over me. Now came USA
Government. So everytime now I try to expose My Gangstalkers/ USA Gov, their
counter reaction is by putting some "X" "PIMP" Sexual Predator, Porn kind a
some
thing out either on Facebook page or even stealing my hubby's ipad and putting
some words on his ipad or just doing some bizarre dream manipulation. It was to
shut me up or else their weapon was my bad characterization.
While their power is in my discredition, my power is in exposing those thugs
for
they will have to pay their karmas sooner or later. I can't even believe when
Mrugesh's daughter will grow up to know how he was involved in human
trafficking
and
carefully orchestrated events in my life to make me lonely from 2001-2018 and
had
community mob me and harass me and spoil my married life, she is gonna
retaliate...! To get retaliation from own daughter is the worst way and
shameful
way to die...! Cleansing my house helped reduce the insect activities
significantly but they still do it in the form of dictation.
To me Gangstalkers is not the right word to use. These people are criminals
and
must be put in jail. They must be exposed. I have noticed my mind being read
when
a stranger or a family member reiterates what I was thinking or even
when they perform a street theater.. I have noticed them injecting thoughts in
my
mind which again disgusts me because those implanted thoughts are usually nasty
(involving Sex or insects). I have noticed them giving even some violent dreams
and dreams of BAthroom and Pees which disgusts and all these seem to be
Witchcraft symptoms too. They have given Forced Speech too where I said
absolutely irrelevant thing and I wondered Why even I said that. It made no
sense.
They have moved my hand so that water in a cup would drop when I was out with
my
niece and nephew and my parents and hubby. Why? Because it was hot summer time
and after 2-3 hours spending at a waterfall place in downtown, it was muggy and
hot and I had 1 thermos kind of bottle that would have cold water . Me and my
hubby's water bottle water had turned warm. kids, hubby and parents had their
water bottles in the cooler. I had not taken my extra bottle as there was no
space for mine. So when we came back to our car and everybody had a sip of cold
water from the thermos, my nephew was going for a second round. He drank some
and
my mother was helping my niece wear socks and she was waiting for
my nephew and the car was hot too. As soon as I went to grab the thermos so
that
he would wear his socks, a big alarm sounded and I knew immediately that they
were trying to tell me not to drink water..! While I did not drink and was just
holding it but now why even I Had 1 sip whneI never had other cold water for
me
but all the others had...! So to dictate when we went to restaurant and I
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filled
water cups for everyone, it was bizarre my hand moved just a little so that the
water cup would drop and spill. So while I knew I didn't do it I was even
tagged
"Clumsy". The humiliation and torture was non stop and of course --people like
Mrugesh and US Government think that is the right thing to do. US Government
or Psychopathic People like Mrugesh Patel are NOT doing any SOCIAL ENGINEERING
for GOOD. These are the torture that made me think stuff that I never had
thoughts before. These endless torture make me outspoke and
rashly spoken out at businesses which was never me. Because one thing I cannot
take is injustice...! I started acting and getting angered which I never got
before...! these people have survived is because I didn't take a gun or knife
to
shoot at them or stab at them..! THERE IS NO SOCIAL ENGINEERING for GOOD by
their
MK ULTRA / MONARCH/ NWO Agenda that I see. It only makes one worse than they
were. They are NOT doing GOOD for the SOCIETY but
ony involving KIDS and Trash people with Low IQ in Gangstalking. What makes
these
people any Angels??
I have seen a married woman with 4 kids having a male friend come in their
house
everyday as a friend while she flashes her thighs when she was wearing her
shorts
right in front of me and other kids. She goes out on Valentine day and goes
with
him out for shopping. Her elder daughter also knew what was going on. So while
she is not Trash or Sexual Predator in Society..what makes me the one?? Mrugesh
Patel's Hunger for Power?
She tells me that a friend of her who lived across the street is married and
she
goes to sleep with some other man while her husband goes to sleep with someone
else. So why are those Desirables not a Target??
She then tells me about her own Sister who is laos married and had 2 kids and
goes to Gujarati community and is well praised --well she meets her BOyfriend
and
they spent time in a hotel every time she goes to India.
so why are these people not a target? Just because there is no government or
people like Mrugesh Patel who would wanna tag them as undesirables???
Let s see why would US Gov be interested?
Maybe because I saw a LANDED UFO for 3 hours right behind my hotel in 2005??
Or is it that people like Mrugesh sold me out for Human Trafficking to the
Government to satisfy his hunger??
After watching a newly released movie "UFO", and the MUFON Files and real life
stories and documentaries on UFOs, it is no secret that UFOs are real.
They know that I know what kind of Witchcraft they have done and their human
trafficking behavior would get exposed. How many Gangstalkers wealthy try and
save when their Stalkers go Viral in the world.
While Dr. Eric Karlstrom says that through torture they are trying to map our
brain and read thoughts, inject thoughts, and see what I see and hear what I
hear
and doing all sorts of experiments..well i heard they have been doing
experiments
since 1950s...are they really still doing experiments?? How many so called
"Undesirables" do these Sick Bas**** need??
1.
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https://youtu.be/IvtCwx1-rSs
https://youtu.be/5lpFZ01pRjI
https://youtu.be/lfSRKeCgcDE
https://youtu.be/ZnCxo-bhkhQ
https://youtu.be/qrj_suCV4hw
https://youtu.be/2XFx8qW01C8
https://youtu.be/ikUwwARFS_o
https://youtu.be/YrRx8_DLaf8
https://youtu.be/Ju6n7iAxS-E
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https://youtu.be/00q4gM8fUXk
https://youtu.be/fn4xd1TlWWs
https://youtu.be/RMhu8SKrRqs
https://youtu.be/4RLYgTWAowg
https://youtu.be/rGl9OuDjju8
https://youtu.be/oDODGKYpDZo
https://youtu.be/V2UeBqkLciI
https://youtu.be/O8afBMsFPdM
https://youtu.be/1Aj5KM9kjpY
https://youtu.be/mTs39w8R3FM
https://youtu.be/7JcC1kgr9nA
https://youtu.be/ytIkSiY3538
https://youtu.be/IqxYgJ0IWTw
https://youtu.be/6Osuh3eI0YE
https://youtu.be/9SvhZAFlAN0
https://youtu.be/eosBTiUN6Ik
https://youtu.be/eU5uv3DQRyM
https://youtu.be/FqSrb7Zte0s
https://youtu.be/IDA8pfn4ENg
https://youtu.be/CttPMlRcvw8
https://youtu.be/U7NpYbUbK7c
https://youtu.be/2j9h_ZOYSRM
https://youtu.be/e3nt8kAVnwE
https://youtu.be/2H1Nq5qlA9A
https://youtu.be/anIQ5RMqJrA
https://youtu.be/0TV4ARTyVg0
https://youtu.be/4kn1xKrXuYU
https://youtu.be/bmMyvpFZ8Ec
https://youtu.be/vxlh2K0sYtw
https://youtu.be/gkSfq8OzavQ
https://youtu.be/zzMzwAx2Bxw
https://youtu.be/SB36y0BYuGw
https://youtu.be/wWs_H2oxgIE
https://youtu.be/lRbaYtnJyBw
https://youtu.be/fUaWxpF2pfo
https://youtu.be/lve1LJH_wC0
https://youtu.be/xQ0rTlF-2aE
https://youtu.be/2fH9UkCyFbs
https://youtu.be/Y4MCX98k0XQ
https://youtu.be/cx9D0a29tSw
https://youtu.be/plManlZtJfI
https://youtu.be/vAmr9w90V2M
https://youtu.be/aY7Bdaw1QGE
https://youtu.be/zbmK6KNzQb8
https://youtu.be/Ux4UcUQbmi0
https://youtu.be/P1axp631o8A
https://youtu.be/je6vizyjccg
https://youtu.be/JgOMGkSle8E
https://youtu.be/4P2n2-CT3V8
https://youtu.be/Dp6BYyQkXvQ
https://youtu.be/arRohQRkzOU
https://youtu.be/ZyVKrDXX2nE
https://youtu.be/W4UOS_wD4N0
https://youtu.be/DQTSFY7uL-U
https://youtu.be/PjfFVD_LUCM
https://youtu.be/eU5uv3DQRyM
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https://youtu.be/9SvhZAFlAN0
https://youtu.be/EYjtKvX7lKM
https://youtu.be/pj3_JG48ku0
https://youtu.be/pJEu0JQ2hS4
https://youtu.be/r-5jc6pjSjQ
https://youtu.be/HW1TrTwd048
https://youtu.be/UzGDg5T8-TM
https://youtu.be/oSsht0uM8IQ
https://youtu.be/k7SYPKpveHg
https://youtu.be/I9DP0cV26yk
https://youtu.be/0VPThTH248w
https://youtu.be/Gvyr3qhak5o
https://youtu.be/7-dC2hiY3oY
https://youtu.be/-eOF6b8VTuI
https://youtu.be/DFvK8mZRRY0
https://youtu.be/XL-QLTEM5HY
https://youtu.be/hee-fI_0lQQ
https://youtu.be/k1cA23A2P_c

66.

Since 2017 they have started using Firetrucks and ambulances, helicopters and
planes for constant harassment.
But not random again every single thing in the form of dictation and torture
nad
now even my neighbors going openly
harassment by them honking horns as they pass by my house, neighbours coming
our
exactly at the same time I come out.
They had Jehovah's Witnesses people dress in Indian Punjabi Dress and Saree
come
out only at my house of all the other houses and
talk about Jesus Christ. Later I found out they were involved in
Gangstalking..!
Sold out Evil Souls...!
Since 2014, we never had a single person visit our house as all my friends were
taken away and now I have started to notice family and relatives bizarre
behavior....!
It was evident these people were asking them to give me most hateful look,
taunt
at me, torture and humiliate in form of dictation...! like they enjoyed my
torture...!
Sounds like Nazi Experiments of Torturing human and mutilating them. Seen the
movie "Overboard"? It is not that extreme but surely similar.
I don't have V2K. I have experienced electrical shock on my crown area of the
head. I think they can also block my anal part with severe pain where I was not
even able to sit or
get up the day when for the first time I was about to go to the Cops to
complain
about Mrugesh. As if they were asking me not to. I went to 3 cops and they all
ridiculed me
while I was crying for help and 1 also asked me to wait for 1 hour when I had
taken appointment and reached on time..! While all the other people were called
in within 10 minutes of their signing in.
At the Airport now our bags would show up LAST depending on my behavior...! so
that would make us wait more. Waiting everywhere had become a norm..! They
would
purposely do it. They even went far to tag me a criminal on DELTA Airlines when
I
after watching 2 animated kid movies on a long flight, I scrolled on a movie
"XXX"
which was not adult but was PG-15. Also, I thought before starting the movie
that
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Airlines would already screen for the movies before they have it on board.
Plus I noticed I was seated on 2nd last row and behind me I checked for nay
kids
and didn't see anyone. So after thinking and screening so many things PG-15,
Airline screening for movies and people behind me and starting the movie
just to get a glimpse of Indian Actress as she was acting in the Hollywood
movie
for the 1st time, I had started the movie. we were to land in next 10-15
minutes.
even the little scenes kissing scenes that show up I fast forwarded those nad
still
When I went on next flight, first everybody was asked to wait, all air
hostesses
and pilots showed up late, Yes I knew just to make me control my behavior of
God
only knows what they performed all dramas, before that the bathroom I used at
the
airport, I was the only one and the cleaning lady make a call and says here is
leak underneath the sink right when I go to wash my hands--all orchestrated.I
washed my hands and didn't see any water spilling down. Then the late flight
entry. Then right when I was to enter the plane, my hubby was in front of me,
he
was allowed to go and I was asked by Black Lady To wait and she took drinks and
started serving the 1st class people. I have never seen such a thing where they
would start serving the 1st class making other people wait in line to boar d
the
plane..! Then the white air hostess who was next to me starts talking they do
this to serve them as they pay more. Then as the black lady is coming back she
speaks loudly to the white lady--"Why are you talking with her?"" YES IGNORE ME
as I watched a movie named "XXX" which I have no clue why that was hte name
even
but even after screening through so many aspects at my end, I was still the
wrong
person...! Then air marshal guy seats beside my hubby like white shirt and
black
pant..! Yes it was clear how all my acts were being presented and ordered by
the
thugs. While it was okay for others to see adult movies while seating in middle
of the plane where kids are behind them...!I could not take this allegations
nad
literally went to Facebook and asked Delta there adn she said all movies are
fit
to watch. They screen before they put it on board to play...!
Yes for every single thing I was being criminalized.....humiliated and tortured
and YES 100% Mrugesh Patel is involved. I have only known that so many TIs have
Ex BF or Husbands involved and more are women...!
Even when I meditate they start sirens after sirens. If I do Yoga they start
Sirens...! They have also put my private doing in my house on TV Broadcasted to
the Reality shows where scripts are written on weekly basis.
I can't seem to get a single help from anyone and even the TIs I approach with
Proofs and my stories, doesn't seem to be bothered. The ones who sing saga of
them helping others and that they will help me almost never seem
to get back to me. While that is a very Perpy Behavior, I wonder how many are
really TIs??
They also use Fireworks mostly when I do good or sometimes to alert me or
whatever...
Anyone who is Partaking in Gangstalking got to be the most Evil Soul one can
have
for their own Personal Gain...! Its all about their Gai nadn Hunger of Power,
Dictation, Dominance and Soul Satisfaction..!
If they need Army of people to control 1 person--who is the real Weak person??
I just hope, you people spread the Gangstalkers and this technology and
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symptoms
out there. They HATE GETTING EXPOSED...!
Justice for ALL Targeted Individuals!
May the Criminals be Punished and Stop their Inhumane Crimes..!
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